
iCUT-PRO®40

 For chefs who prefer an affordable forged line with a contemporary look and feel. 

 Features soft Santoprene® handles for a comfortable, sure grip and forged blades of high 
quality German stainless steel. 

 Edges are individually ground and honed to the ultimate edge.

Superior blade shape 
for easier slicing

Unique edge geometry for 
long lasting, easily restored 
performance

NSF certified to 
meet health code 
standards

Hand honed to 
ultimate edge

High quality German stainless 
steel for edge retention and 
easy cleaning

Forged blade for durability 
and perfect balance

Soft, comfortable Santoprene® 
handle for sure grip

iCUT-PRO®

dexter1818.com 41

30400 30400 6" forged narrow boning knife

Boning Knife 

Bread Knife 

Butcher Steel/Sharpener 

Chef’s Knives 

Fork

Paring Knife 

Slicers 

Miscellaneous Chef’s Tools 

30405 30405 8" forged, scalloped bread slicer

30401 30401   10" butcher steel

30402 30402 7" forged, duo-edge Santoku

30403 30403 8" forged chef’s knife

30404 30404 10" forged chef’s knife

31802 IC6102-8PCP 8" forged chef’s knife, 

  POM handle

31803 IC6102-10PCP 10" forged chef’s knife, 

  POM handle

30407 30407 6" forged bayonet fork, 111⁄2" overall

19920 PS01-CP 91⁄2" forged, heavy duty kitchen shears

30408 30408 31⁄2" forged paring knife

30406 30406 10" forged slicer, pointed

30409 30409 12" forged duo-edge slicer

19921 PS02-CP 81⁄2" forged, heavy duty kitchen shears 

20207 CC77 7 pc. garnishing set w/case

Garnishing set includes:

18400 vegetable peeler

18430 Parisian cutter, 
 single scoop

18440 butter curler

18460 Parisian cutter, 
 double scoop

18410 apple corer

18450 lemon zester

18420 channel knife
7 piece garnishing tool case
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